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become a signatory school

join our movement - let's aim higher and go further towards our shared vision
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what is the decade of diversity initiative?
We are a coalition of organisations and individuals committed to taking impactful
action to support schools to advance diversity and inclusion on speciﬁc issues.
Initiated by Inclusion Labs, at launch we have 30 cross-industry supporting partners
as part of our campaign to create inspiration and action around the Decade of
Diversity pledges.
Each partner has committed to one or more concrete measurable actions they will
implement to support schools on one, or both, of the pledges, including:
●

access to diverse literature and providing long-term support such as free
practical and creative tools

●

pipeline outreach to encourage personal and professional networks to take on
governing board positions as well as guidance and support for these individuals
and schools
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how does the decade of diversity relate to the UNITED
NATIONS sustainable development goals?
We are in the decade of action to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
set forth by the United Nations, and Inclusion Labs is committed to connecting our
programme, initiatives and desired outcomes with the values and goals of the
agenda.
The Decade of Diversity pledges aﬃrm our belief that everyone must work together
and that all societal issues are the responsibility of each and every one of us, no
matter how small a part we play on the global stage.
The Decade of Diversity initiative, alongside our schools programme, works towards
our Four Outcomes and works in service to seven of the SDG goals, by inspiring
signatories to participate in the conversation and act in their everyday lives.

“In our schools, the books we read tell our students it is okay to
love themselves and to love others. They aﬃrm all identities and
celebrate all uniqueness and diversity”

From library management system organisations to
independent publishers, booksellers, writer development
agencies and authors – we have come together to inspire,
support and guide schools.

The overarching outcome is to ensure that a quarter of all literature in
our schools is diverse and inclusive by 2030.
We mean diversity in its very broadest sense but particularly
representing:
● Race or Ethnicity
● Disability
● LGBTQ+
● Religion or Belief
● Socioeconomic background
Categorised according to some or all of the following categories:
● main characters & visual characteristics
● themes
● setting
● content and
● additional identity markers;
This pledge is a 10 year strategic vision, so whilst we are aiming for that
percentage, your starting points and subsequent years up to 2030 should
evidence progression and within that, best practice actions.

“When our governing boards are truly diverse, it will impact staﬀ
diversity, and ensure issues are ﬁrmly and continuously on the
agenda, and impactful for our young people.”

From governance and alumni organisations to corporate
partners – we are working together to increase your pipeline
and ensure that you create the optimum environment for a
diverse governing board to succeed.

The overarching outcome is diversity in its broadest sense - across
protected characteristics, ages and socio-economic backgrounds.
Schools must seek to achieve these strategic objectives over the next
10 years:
●
●
●
●
●
●

At least one ethnically diverse person
At least one individual
representing a further protected
characteristic and socio-economic background
An Alumni representative
An Under 30 representative
Gender balance
A board member responsible for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
(a DEI Governor Lead)

Inclusion Labs are working with supporting partners to amplify the
following strategic programmes:
1.

Remote Governance

2.

Cross-School Mentoring

3.

Leadership Pipeline Initiatives

This pledge is a 10 year strategic vision, so your starting points and
subsequent years up to 2030 should evidence progression and within
that, best practice actions.
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Join us in committing to these pledges

Inclusion Labs and our pledge partners are committed to supporting and guiding signatory
schools to take action, covering a breadth of support, everything from creating support
materials; workshops and training; access to authors and other diverse role models; developing
programmes; book donations and so on.
We are actively encouraging all schools - state or independent, primary or secondary, in the
centre of a city or somewhere rural - to become signatories to the Decade of Diversity.
To become a Signatory School: contactus@inclusionlabs.co.uk
Follow the conversation on social: #InclusionLabs #DecadeofDiversity
Twitter: @inclusion_labs
Instagram: inclusionlabs
Linkedin: Inclusion Labs
Any queries please have a look at our FAQs in the ﬁrst instance and then: contactus@inclusionlabs.co.uk

